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About This Game

Could you put your plane on the right footsteps in the depths of space in a place that's never known? An airplane that is
mistakenly lost in the depths of the universe has to follow the right path to be able to return to the world. Someone has to fly the

plane in this right direction. You can be that person!

Simple Controls

You will enjoy the fun in this game with functions that you can manage your aircraft in a simple way. There are simple controls
that everyone can play.

Strengthening

Each 1000 pounds is worth a boost, up by 1. You can activate the emulator with the "e" key and you can be more serial in your
way of infinity. This is one of the best features in addition to this fun game.
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Title: Flight to Eternity
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Norven Games, Kaan Köse
Publisher:
Norven Games, Kaan Köse
Release Date: 30 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 8.1 , 10 / 32-bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual-Core 32-bit CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Turkish,German
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flight to eternity. flight through eternity dailymotion. flight to eternity david guy. flight through eternity

The Keyboard controls could really use some work, it actualy felt better for me using a Steam Controller, even tho the game
does not support controllers. What would really help would be an flight indicator to better target far away platforms.

Overall, it's a fun timewaster and fair for that price.. Suprisingly fun controls are a bit weird but after a bit u get the down. it has
no sound effects
And its really hard to play because the controls really Suck
Add better controls pls
. Best game ever. Suprisingly fun controls are a bit weird but after a bit u get the down. Flight to Heaven.
U will die in this game
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Flight to Heaven.
U will die in this game. Had this been a free flash game on Newgrounds, it'd still be rather disappointing.

Pros: I frankly can't think of anything that this game does well.

Cons: Bugs galore - you're frequently find yourself falling through platforms, especially if you drop from on high. It seems the
momentum just makes you smash right through them. The controls are nothing short of dreadful. They're too sensitive and
floaty at all once, and trying to stick a landing makes the platforms feel like they're covered in oil. It took me quite a while to
figure out how the point system even worked, as the game doesn't give you any information whatsoever, and to this day I still
don't know if the pickups even do anything other than mildly annoy you. The slow-motion one is particularly annoyed, as it's not
a smooth transition into real slow-motion, but just feels like you're suddenly playing at a quarter of the framerate. Once you're
halfway to 25.000 points, platforms start moving - and apparently the devs didn't know how to make the character move with
them, so they just slide away from under you.

Conclusion: I would've gotten tired of this game in 20 minutes if I had found it for free in Miniclip. It's simplistic and poorly
put together. Far too amteurish for anyone to actually pay money for it. But I suspect most people who own this got it through
bundles or something similar.

Achievements: Simple enough, but dreaful to get. Getting to 25.000 points involves reaching the point where the platforms get
smaller, are further away from each other, and move. It's not a particularly fun game to get a quick 100% on. If you're
considering buying this just for the chieves, don't bother.. Best game ever. it has no sound effects
And its really hard to play because the controls really Suck
Add better controls pls
. Not the best indie game and I wouldn't really call it a strategy game, I guess it may be fun for the first 5 mins of the game, but
it wasn't enjoyable to me.. I remember when using the keyboard to move the camera became obsolete, this game doesnt. Trash,
dont buy. The controls are way to slippery to make this game fun.. It's a very successful game. You mostly get frustrated but the
feel after the success...incredible!
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